This paper addresses the problem of creating facial expression of mixed emotions in a perceptually valid way. The research has been done in the context of a "game-like" health and education applications aimed at studying social competency and facial expression awareness in autistic children as well as native language learning, but the results can be applied to many other applications such as games with need for dynamic facial expressions or tools for automating the creation of facial animations. Most existing methods for creating facial expressions of mixed emotions use operations like averaging to create the combined effect of two universal emotions. Such methods may be mathematically justifiable but are not necessarily valid from a perceptual point of view. The research reported here starts by user experiments aiming at understanding how people combine facial actions to express mixed emotions, and how the viewers perceive a set of facial actions in terms of underlying emotions. Using the results of these experiments and a three-dimensional emotion model, we associate facial actions to dimensions and regions in the emotion space, and create a facial expression based on the location of the mixed emotion in the three-dimensional space. We call these regionalized facial actions "facial expression units."
Introduction
The human face is a rich source of information regarding underlying emotional states. Facial expressions are crucial in showing the emotions as well as increasing the quality of communication and speech comprehension. Perceiving these expressions is a social skill that people develop from early ages. The lack of this skill has been observed in people suffering from autism and other brain disorders, and can cause serious issues in social communication. Our research is linked to a project that aims at studying social competency and emotion awareness in autistic children. The project, as briefly introduced later, is developing a gamelike tool that engages children in a variety of activities in order to assess their social skills. It uses computer generated scenarios involving characters showing different emotions and personality traits which children need to interact with. Proper generation of facial expressions in a perceptually valid way is essential to this and many other computer games that require nonverbal communication particularly if these expressions are the result of nonscripted dynamic events. Even in nonreal-time applications, a tool that allows automated creation of facial expressions can help animators. We briefly discuss a learning game project for languages of the aboriginal people of Canada as one example in the area (the Autism and Aboriginal Art projects are out of the scope of this paper and will only be reviewed briefly to illustrate possible applications of our facial expression model). The detailed study of facial actions involved in the expression of the six universal emotions (joy, sadness, anger, fear, surprise, and disgust) [1] has helped the computer graphics community developing realistic facial animations. Yet the visual mechanisms by which these facial expressions are altered or combined to convey more complicated emotional states remain less well understood by behavioural psychologists and animators. Examples of such emotional states are two emotions being felt at the same time (the primary focus of this paper), transition from one emotional state to another, and one emotion being masked by another one.
The lack of strong theoretical basis for combining facial actions to present complex emotional states has resulted in the use of adhoc methods for blending facial expressions (i.e., creating a facial expression that represents an emotional state in which more than one emotion is being felt), as discussed in Section 2. They mainly consider the facial movements for transient or combined expressions a simple mathematical function of the main expressions involved. The methods that have emerged are therefore computationally tractable, but the question of their "perceptual" and "psychological" validity has not yet been answered properly. An example of such methods is calculating a weighted average of facial actions in the blended expressions [3] , where a weight equal to the strength of each expression in the blend is applied to the value of facial actions in the individual expression to find the "blended" values. Figure 1 illustrates the problem with non-perception-based methods of creating and blending facial expressions. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the expression of universal emotions "surprise" and "anger," using the Ekman's suggested facial action units for these emotions [2] . Figure 1 (c) shows a weighted average of action units to create a blend of these two emotions, to be used for transition between them or simply expressing a mixed emotion. It can be noticed that the process results in facial actions which may be acceptable as mathematical average of the two expressions but are not perceptually valid; that is, they are not what viewer perceives from the proper expression of a mixed emotion (particularly lower lip movement).
On the other hand, dimensional models have been suggested for emotions, and the locations of emotions in these multidimensional or parameter spaces have been studied by behavioural psychologists [4, 5] . Arousal (level of excitement) and Valence (level of pleasantness) are common dimensions suggested in this regard [4] and will be discussed in Sections 2 and 3. Unfortunately, the emotional values of facial actions (i.e., how they relate to emotion dimensions) have not been studied enough. For example, lowering the eyebrows has been observed in facial expression of more than one emotion (see Table 1 ). But it is not clear if the lowereyebrow facial action has any specific emotional value of its own, such as being related to high Valence or low Arousal.
Our research aims at understanding how people perceive expressions, especially when mixed, and how they combine facial actions to express mixed emotions. Mixed emotions can mean superimposition of two emotions felt at the same time, one emotion being masked by another one, and a transition from one emotion to another (which can have a different visual result). This paper is focused mainly on the first case but can also be used, with possible extensions, in other cases. The proposed approach is based on two principles which form the basis for our main contributions:
(1) selecting facial actions needed for expression of mixed emotions based on perception experiments where users show how they use and perceive facial actions with regards to mixed emotions;
(2) associating facial action to emotion parameters rather than specific emotional states, so the facial actions for each expression (single or mixed emotion) are selected based on parameter values (i.e., the location of intended expression in the parameter space) rather than pure mathematical operations on two independent expressions.
We consider facial expressions as points in a threedimensional emotion space, with Valence, Arousal, and Agency (being self-oriented) as the dimensions or parameters (see Section 3). As discussed later, multidimensional emotion spaces have been studied in behavioural psychology, for example, by Scherer et al. [5] . Based on Ekman's decomposition of universal expressions to smaller facial action units, we define "expression unit" as a facial action, an emotion dimension, and an association between them in form of an activation rule (e.g., if dimension value is high, then the action will be negative low). We create the visual appearance of a combined expression by mapping it into the 3D space and activating the expression units based on the value of emotion parameters at that point. The user experiments are done in two phases.
(1) A group of participants generate facial expressions for mixed emotions using a 3D facial animation software.
(2) A second group of participants verify the facial expressions of the first group based on their own perception of the emotions in generated images.
Our approach is unique in that it uses perceptual validity rather than pure mathematical operations to suggest the way facial actions are combined. Also associating facial actions to emotion parameters instead of emotional states, especially when based on the user experiments, is one of our contributions. This is particularly significant when we notice that facial actions for mixed emotions and the emotional value of individual facial actions have not been studied in much depth by behavioural psychologists. Most of the existing approaches "assume" that what happens in propose a method of using these research findings in a facial animation system, although we believe that the user study by itself can be used by animators. In Section 2, some existing works related to our research will be reviewed. Sections 3 and 4 will discuss the major concepts in our approach and our experimental methodology. Some experimental results, sample applications, and concluding remarks will be presented in Sections 5, 6, and 7.
Related Work
Facial action coding system (FACS) by Ekman and Friesen [1] was one of the first systematic efforts to determine the smallest possible facial actions, or action units (AUs), and associate them to facial expressions. MPEG-4 standard [6] uses a similar approach to define facial animation parameters (FAPs). Ekman [2] showed that joy, sadness, anger, fear, surprise, and disgust have universal facial expressions that can be described in terms of a series of action units (see Table 1 ). Although behavioural psychologists have done further studies on emotions, and computer graphics researchers have used this idea extensively [7] , mixed emotions (and transition between universal emotions) and particularly their facial expression have not been studied enough to provide a theoretically sound basis for animation purposes.
On the other hand, the study of emotions and establishing parameters that all emotional states can be defined in terms of their values have been other areas of active research in behavioural psychology. Thayer [8] suggested two parameters of energy and stress that form a two-dimensional mood space shown in Figure 2 (a), while Russell [4, 9] defined the location of common emotional states in a circumplex in 2D space with Arousal and Valence as dimensions (or parameters).
Some researchers have investigated the need for more than two parameters to define an effective emotional space. This is based on the fact that even with equal values for Arousal and Valence we can have emotions that are completely different, as shown by Scherer et al. [5] . The best examples among common emotions are fear and anger which are not easily distinguishable in a 2D space [10] . Mehrabian [11] suggested control as the third parameter, while uncertainty and agency have been suggested by Tiedens and Linton [12] and Ruth et al. [13] . Stance is another suggested dimension used by Breazeal [14] to create an emotional robot. Control, agency, and stance are conceptually close as they somehow represent the level of inwardness versus outwardness of the emotion. Figure 3 illustrates the 3D emotion space with agency/stance used as the 3rd dimension. Albrecht et al. [15] suggested agency as the third dimension and gave quantitative values for projecting standard emotions to these three dimensions. Becker and Wachsmuth [16] suggested dominance/control as the third dimension which is similar to agency but less appropriate as an emotional parameter, as it is more of a personality parameter.
On the other hand, few researchers have studied the emotional effect of individual facial actions. One of these few examples is the study done by Smith and Scott [17] that investigates such emotional effects but as shown in Table 2 , it is not exactly with respect to emotion parameters but more of a general emotional effect. Kaiser and Wehrle [18] used the results by Scherer et al. [5] on appraisal theory (analysis of emotions in terms of dimensional space rather than discrete "basic" emotions) and develop a system that generates facial expressions using five stimulus evaluation checks (SECs) such as novelty and pleasantness of the external event. Their perceptual study is not directly linking facial actions to dimensions of emotion space and the choice of SECs instead of a 2D or 3D emotion space can be hard to visualize and correlate to facial actions (examples being individual's ability to influence the event or his/her needs). Grammer and Oberzaucher [19] reported a perceptual study involving users rating individual facial action with respect to Arousal and Valence, and then using the results for perceptually valid facial animation. Although close to what we are suggesting, their research is limited to a 2D emotion space and does not consider the effect of facial actions working together to create an expression. Individual facial action can cause unreliable perceptions during the rating, as shown later in our results. In our study, the objective is to understand the emotional effect of each individual, but participants rate a series of expressions that represent different combination of facial actions. Analysis of these ratings can give more reliable data on the affective meaning of each facial action while considering their interrelation.
Morphing [20, 21] as a popular method for creating animation between key images has long been used for facial animation involving the expression of universal emotions [22] [23] [24] . This involves having the images of the individual facial expressions, and creating transitions and/or blend by morphing between them. In cases where only a neutral image (or base 3D state) is available, 2D or 3D warping [25] has been used to create new expressions using the neutral face and facial actions that are learned for expressing different emotions [23, 26] . The blend of two expressions, or transition between them, is most commonly done by a weighted average of the expressions, regardless of the mathematical models used for each of them [3, [27] [28] [29] . Yang and Jia [30] have suggested the use of MAX operator when two expressions use the same action, while bilinear approaches have been proposed by other researchers [31] [32] [33] that divide the face space into face geometry (or content) and emotion (or style) subspaces but still within the emotion subspace use linear combination of individual expressions to create a blend. Byun and Badler [34] used a series of motion Martin et al. [35] considered two types of blends (superposition and masking). This as mentioned before is a valuable point. They proposed 6 dimensions or parameters which are overlapping and hardtovisualize. Their work also considered seven facial areas each corresponding to one of the blended expressions. This assumption as discussed before is a significant weakness in most of existing approaches. Tsapatsoulis et al. [36] and Albrecht et al. [15] suggested interpolation based on 3 emotion parameters but AUs are still associated to basic emotions not parameters and their approaches are not based on user experiments for perception of mixed emotions. Some researchers such as Mufti and Khanam [37] have suggested the use fuzzy rulebased systems [38] for recognition and synthesis of facial expressions, in order to deal with the uncertainty involved. No direct link has been established between these rules and a perceptual study of facial actions.
The common drawbacks of these methods are that (1) the blending and transitions although mathematically correct do not have a perceptual basis, and (2) the facial actions are associated with individual expressions and then mixed based on how strong that expression is. The facial expression of an emotional state that is a mix of anger and surprise, for example, is not necessarily a direct combination of expressions for anger and surprise. A perceptual analysis of the effect of facial actions and the location of the emotional state within the emotion space is needed to decide which facial actions need to be present at the facial expression.
Facial Expression Units
In a previous study by the authors [39] , it has been demonstrated that facial actions can be associated to personality parameters, dominance and affiliation. This can help creating perceptually valid facial animations in which the designer defines the personality type by setting the personality parameters, and the system automatically selects facial actions that correspond to that setting. Continuing with that idea, one may question what the emotional values of individual facial actions are. In other words, the question is "Can facial actions, in addition to their combined role in expressing emotions, have individual associations to emotion parameters?" If such associations exist, we can define any emotional state (e.g., universal emotions or any combination of them) as a point in multidimensional emotion space and then activate proper facial actions to express that state without the need to mathematically mix facial actions not knowing what the perceptual effect of the result will be.
A facial expression unit (EU) consists of a facial action associated with the dimensions of a 3D emotional space based on perception-based experiments, and used as building block for facial expression of emotions. Underlying EUbased facial expression of emotions is a dimensional emotion space. The 3D space shown in Figure 3 is an effective choice as it separates universal emotions with the least number of parameters that can be visualized, that is, related to visual actions as opposed to parameters like novelty used by Smith and Scott [17] . Three dimensions of the emotion space are arousal (the level of excitement), valence (the level of pleasantness), and agency (the level of self or otherdirectedness). Expression units are FACS action units which are associated to emotion dimensions. In other terms, an EU is a pair of AUdimension with proper association that in our suggested method is through a fuzzy rule set. By this definition, EU is not exactly a "new" concept as it is basically a FACS AU, but we believe it is "functionally new" as it is now linked to emotion dimensions through rules of activation.
Using EUs allows creating mixed emotions by mapping the emotional state to the 3D emotion space and then activating the facial actions that are more likely to cause the perception of desired emotions. To locate the emotional state in the 3D space, we can either set the arousal-valenceagency parameters directly, or choose the values for universal emotions which can be translated to dimension values. We use the same dimensional mapping that Albrecht et al. [15] have used for standard emotions in order to place these emotions in 3D space (see Table 3 ). The dimension 6 International Journal of Computer Games Technology values will define a 3D vector for each standard emotion corresponding to its full activation. The user can specify a percentage value for each emotion that simply gives a length to that vector, and the final location of a mixed emotion can be found by adding the vectors for the standard emotions and creating a final vector. If e i is the percent value for the ith standard emotion and v i j is the strength of that emotion on jth dimension as shown in Table 3 (1 < j < 3), the final 3D vector representing the intended emotional state in 3D space can be found using the following equation where d j is the component on jth dimension:
Once the dimension values have been set, the association between dimensions and the facial actions will be used to activate proper facial action on the face. The process of associating facial actions to emotion dimensions is discussed in Section 4. As we will see, such association is mainly based on the correlation of facial actions generated and the perceived emotions in a series of user experiments. Due to uncertain, imprecise, and nonlinear nature of these associations, we propose a fuzzy system [38] for this part. Fuzzy systems are rule-based decision-making systems that define rule variables in terms of fuzzy (qualitative or linguistic) values such as low and high. Membership functions determine the degree to which the nonfuzzy value of a variable belongs to each fuzzy label. For each emotion dimension, a series of fuzzy labels (low, medium, high, and very high, for negative and positive sides, plus zero) are defined as illustrated in Figure 4 . The nonfuzzy (numeric) values of emotion dimension (d j in (1)) will act as input to fuzzy membership functions that determine how much each fuzzy label will be activated. For example, a value of 20 in Figure 4 will result in a membership degree of 100% in positive-low and zero in other fuzzy labels, while 30 will result in about 80% in positive-low, 20% in positivemedium, and zero in others. Based on perceptual user experiments discussed in Section 4, each fuzzy label is associated with a series of facial actions with nominal values. For example, positivehigh arousal can cause the Open-Jaw action by 40%. The dimensional values of a mixed emotion will be used to calculate the membership values in each fuzzy label which multiplied by its nominal output will activate a facial action to a certain level. Depending on associations observed in experiments, the fuzzy rule can have one label or two fuzzy labels as input, for example, (output activation levels are examples based on perceptual analysis data):
IF Arousal is PositiveHigh THEN OpenJaw is 40% active; IF Arousal is PositiveHigh AND Agency is PositiveMedium, THEN SqueezeEyebrow is 25% active.
For each rule, the overall membership will be the minimum of all input membership values. This overall value, multiplied by the nominal output value, will determine the activation level of the output facial action
Perception-Based EU Associations
The key concept in EU-based approach is the use of perceptually valid combination of facial actions to create expression of mixed emotions. To achieve this, the foundation of our approach is the study of how people combine facial actions when expressing mixed emotions as opposed to previous studies which were based on individual emotions. In order to do this, we asked users to use an MPEG4-compatible 3D facial animation system to create facial images that best represent short emotional stories. For example, the following story was intended to show a mix of surprise and joy.
Story 1. It was already getting dark. Walking back home from shopping, he was thinking "This sucks! For the first time, I got money to buy my dad the Christmas present I know he'd love but he can't be here." He knew dinner would be ready soon and his mother had promised to make all his favourites, but Christmas dinner couldn't taste good without "dad." He turned into their street, looked at their house, and suddenly stopped. The sight of his old man's car, parked in front of the house, was the most amazing gift he'd ever received!
Our facial animation system allowed users to read the story and use the MPAG-4 FAPs to create a facial expression. The users were then asked to rate the universal emotions for the same story, to be converted to three-emotional dimensions using (1) . Using these ratings, we are able to not rely on any assumptions regarding the affective content of the stories, although our results showed that the intended emotions were very close to the perceived emotions from the International Journal of Computer Games Technology 7 stories. By having a series of users, and a variety of stories for each of them, we generated a database of mixed emotions and their respective facial actions. Statistical analysis of this database, that is, the correlation of actions and dimensions, provided us with EU associations needed for fuzzy rule set.
To make the results more reliable, we ran a second series of user experiments where the images created by the first group together with the stories were shown to another group of users. They were also asked to rate the universal emotions for the stories, and also rate how successfully the images represented the emotional state of the stories. The images which were not perceived as the intended emotional state (i.e., the images for which two top perceived emotions were not the same as those intended by the group-1 participants) were removed from the group-1 database, so they would not affect our perception-based EU associations.
Experimental Results
The experiments were done with volunteers from university students, 30 participants for group 1 and 20 for group 2. Each participant was shown three stories that intended to have mixed emotions of joy-surprise (Story 1 shown in Section 4), anger-sadness (Story 2), and fear-disgust (Story 3). Group 1 of participants created 90 images for three stories, as illustrated in Figure 5 . The emotional ratings for stories are converted to dimensional values using the method explained in Section 3. Figure 6 shows the distribution of facial actions along the dimensions for sample images. After running the experiments with group 2, and assessing the success of these images in causing the desired perception, 25 of these images were removed from the database due to difference between emotional rating. Tables 3 and 4 summarize the resulting data in terms of average values and correlation between facial actions and emotion dimensions in successful images. An image is considered successful if (1) the participants in both groups have selected the same emotions for corresponding story, and (2) group 2 participant has rated the image more than 50% for the story. Table 5 shows that there is a high level of correlation between facial actions and emotion dimensions in cases like lower-raise-mouth-corner and valence, while the same action does not have significant correlation with agency. A low correlation means the facial action can happen anywhere along that dimension and does not have a clear dependence on the dimension. A high correlation, on the other hand, means if we move along that dimension there is an order in occurrence of the action. In other terms, a high correlation shows that the facial action has a clear emotional value on that dimension. After detecting the high-correlation pairs of AUdimension, we calculated the typical fuzzy values of facial actions in those pairs along the related dimensions and in each region specified by the fuzzy labels, as shown in Table 6 . For example, the first row contains these rules:
Story 2. Two things you should know about him are that he doesn't have a pet and he doesn't like chicken. Only recently, he realized that these two are in fact related. When he was 5 years old, he had two chickens. He had a few but couldn't keep most
These are in some cases combined with a second fuzzy label to form double-input rules. This happens when activation of a facial action is not found to be dependent on one dimension only but a combination of dimensional values, for example:
This will help in negative agency cases such as fear that have high arousal.
To illustrate the effectiveness of EU-based method, we compared the participant images with expressions created by EU method and weighted averaging. Figure 7 illustrates the result of applying EUs to create facial expression of mixed emotions. The left image is created using the average facial actions used by participants as listed in Table 4 . In other term, the image represents the average visual perception of participants for that mixed emotional state. The middle image is created based on the average values of Arousal, Valence, and Agency (see Table 4 ) and activating facial actions as suggested by EU approach for those emotional values. Finally the right image is generated by using the average level of standard emotions specified by participants (the first 6 rows in Table 4 ) as weight and activating facial actions in the blend using the weighted average (i.e., activation of each action is calculated by multiplying its nominal value in the standard emotion and the weight for that emotion). Looking at details of movements in eyebrow, eyelid, and mouth regions, we can see that EUs result in a much more perceptually valid result, that is, closer to participants' suggestions. Further tests of the EU-based method are underway through sample applications. systems, however, do not provide the parametric control and perceptual validity needed for communication, health, and research-based serious game development. For instance, one serious game application that we are involved in requires the system to allow expression animation, such as timebased multiple expression layers, to be decoupled from voice animation as well as to be combined to any voice, emotion, or expression layers in perceptually valid ways. We refer to this as an additive use of expression units. The lipsync movements are calculated using a different system that determines the position of mouth area vertices. The facial actions for expressions are calculated using EUs and then "modulated" over the lip-sync actions.
Sample Applications
In conjunction with the Canadian Parks Department, we have prototyped and are in design discussions for the creation of a language learning game that exposes youth on native reservations to characters who speak in their specific native language. The goal of this effort is to foster learning and exposure to the local native language by creating customized video games where characters in the game speak their local native language via perceptually valid facial avatars. The hope is that the game project, with other efforts, sparks interest in the local native language in upcoming generations and will help to stop the disappearance of hundreds of native languages. The issue for the parks department is that there are thousands of native languages in Canada, making specifically authoring a game for each language cost prohibitive. By using our parameterized facial system, with the EU-based approach outlined in this paper, it is possible to make one template game, with full emotive and expressive 3D characters where different voice and lipsync parameters can be layered in, either as a simple preprocess or in realtime. It is quite feasible then, given a detailed dialog script and character back-story description, to employ a local native speaker from each target native community for a few days of voice recording to voice the script which then can be automatically layered into the facial expression to create the finished lip-sync characters. This allows for one general e-learning production effort to create a base video game (complete with emotional character interactively reacting to programmed game scenarios) that can spawn thousands of language variants at reasonable cost. Figure 8 depicts example screen shots from a prototype animation coordinated with the Parks Department where a man speaking in an arbitrary local native language can be layered with perceptually valid expressions under real-time program control. In this prototype, the character changes into a native mask while he is speaking.
Deconstructive Uses.
Autism is one of the most commonly diagnosed developmental disorders in children [40] . It is characterized by severe impairment in the domains of social, communicative, cognitive, and behavioral functioning. Despite the inconsistent profiles across individuals with autism, recent research reflects a developing consensus that the most central behavioral symptom of autism is the impairment of social behavior, such as impairment of the social use of gaze, failure of joint attention interaction, lack of interest in peers, difficulty initiating communication, and preference for solitary play. Research has shown that individuals with autism fail to understand the emotional state expressed by another person. Whether individuals with autism rely on isolated parts of the face, such as eyes or bushy eyebrows, to recognize faces rather than whole faces is not clear. That is because static images do not provide realistic assessment of face processing and emotion recognition. Our research helps study social competency and facial expression awareness in autistic children by combining our configurable 3D facial communication input system with a real-time eye gaze measurement system. This study involves varying the visual and social complexity of a dynamic 3D face in discrete steps to measure facial awareness and social competency (emotional recognition). The goal of the work is to both: (1) better understand this issue from a scientific and clinical point of view and (2) to build a computer-based communication and serious game systems that take advantage of the clinical and technical results of the research. Our study investigates whether different image rendering styles as well as varying levels of expressions scenarios, such as percent of direct eye gaze and normal to dampened mouth movement, can affect autistic children's visual perception and their social competence. We are using "The Awareness of Social Inference Test" (TASIT) [41] to measure results. The TASIT test comprises videoed sequences in three parts assessing (1) emotion recognition, (2) the ability to understand when a conversational inference such as sarcasm is being made, and (3) the ability to differentiate between different kinds of counterfactual comments (lies and sarcasm). This work will be in conjunction with ongoing work using TASIT video sequences. By presenting each social sequence under controlled facial animations with differing rendering styles and levels of expression situations on high developed autistic teenagers, we can (1) monitor eye-gaze patterns and retention time along with (2) how well they correctly identify the emotion associated with TASIT animated sequence. Unlike the TASIT video of real-time actors, our system now allows us to understand each sequence deconstructed into their building block expressions. This allows detailed output measurements for every expression unit and the ability to identify gross expressions into their component parts. We then can control and modify any level of expression unit to isolate and validate problem areas. Currently most autism individuals miss important eye/eyebrow expression cues by overly gazing at the quick movement in mouth area. Our first set of experiments will systematically dampen mouth movements in perceptually valid ways, so the lip sync will look natural, but will less and less overwhelm the subject. We then can track at what level of mouth movement dampening, balancing eye gaze between eye, mouth, and other head areas returns. Other experiments involve varying the percentage of direct eye gaze as well as changing the level of realism of rendering from very realistic to nonphotorealistic drawn like rendering (see Figure 9 ). The goal is to understand how the complicated factors of social complexity versus visual complexity effect face to face communication in autism subjects. Because autism is a spectrum, individuals vary widely in how they perceive faces. Being able to deconstruct, output and modify expression units at any level of the animated 3D face animations allows us to conduct very detailed and modifiable experiments as well as easily transfer knowledge from the experiments over to consumer learning serious games toolkits for autism.
Conclusion
We proposed expression units as a method to create perceptually valid facial expressions for blending and transition of universal emotions. We have aimed at studying the individual emotional effect of facial actions. Our approach is based on (1) the analysis of viewers' perception of facial actions, and (2) associating facial actions to emotion dimensions rather than individual emotions. We use a three-dimensional emotion space consisting of arousal, valence, and agency.
We showed that many facial actions have clear correlation with these dimensions and used these correlations to define expression units as facial actions that are controlled by emotion dimensions. The resulting "expression units" are in general compatible with previous findings (see, e.g., Table 1 ). There are some exceptions such as lowering eyebrows which should happen at a low level with high valence, but in our finding they are slightly raised instead. This can be explained by common misconception in our participants and the low impact of this action compared to other actions such as those in mouth area, for perception. Also, our data does not include regions in emotional space such as low arousal (not used by six universal emotions).
The proposed fuzzy rule-based system is what can be implemented in any programmable facial animation system where animators can set the dimension values and the system uses rules shown in Table 6 to automatically activate the facial actions to create the expression. Our results can be used in two ways: (1) by animators as guidelines for mixing facial expressions, and (2) by developers of facial animation systems to implement algorithms for automating process in a perceptually valid form. More studies will allow us to understand the mechanism of mixing facial expressions better and generate more efficient EU associations. We particularly need to use more stories that cover full 3D emotional space and also more participants to create a stronger statistical sample set.
